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Abstract 

 
 

This research aimed to examine the politeness and discourse strategies of the 
advice givers and advice seekers of selected radio advice programs: Talk to 

Papa aired on 99.5 R.T. FM station and I-Share aired on 93.9 I FM station. 
This study anchored on the frameworks of Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 

politeness strategies, Ho’s (n.d.) discourse strategies of the advice givers and 
DeCapua and Dunham‘s (1993) pieces of information advice seekers offer in 

discourse strategies. The advice givers opted to use positive politeness 
strategy to establish a sense of affiliation while the advice seekers chose the 

negative politeness strategy to avoid imposition on the advice givers. Also, 
the advice givers employed discourse strategies not only to convince the 

advice seekers should they refuse to follow the advice but also to mobilize 
their ideological beliefs. For the advice seekers, they generally did not come 

up with clear-cut statements of problems. It required probing on the part of 

the advice givers to draw out the actual problems. These politeness and 
discourse strategies provide radio personalities with strategies for responsible 

communication.  
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